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Abstract

Control of the swing foot during walking is important to prevent falls. The trajectories

of the swing foot are adjusted by coordination of the lower limbs, which is evaluated

with uncontrolled manifold (UCM) analysis. A previous study that applied this analysis

to walking revealed that older adults with fall history had compensatorily great segment

coordination to stabilize the swing foot during normal walking. However, it is unknown

whether the increase in segment coordination helps for preventing incident falls in the

future. At baseline measurement, 30 older adults walked for 20 times at a comfortable

speed. UCM analysis was performed to evaluate how the segment configuration in the

lower limbs contributes to the swing foot stability. One year after the baseline visit, we

asked the subjects if there were incident falls through a questionnaire. The univariate

and multivariable logistic regression analyses were performed to assess the association

between the index of segment coordination and incident falls with and without

adjustment for gait velocity. Twenty-eight older adults who responded to the

questionnaire were classified into older adults (n = 12) who had the incident fall and

those (n = 16) who did not have falls. It was revealed that older adults who increased

the segment coordination associated with swing foot stability tended to experience at

least one fall within one year of measurement. The index of the UCM analysis can be a

sensitive predictor of incident falls.

1. Introduction
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Falls during walking is a serious problem in older adults (Berg et al., 1997;

Stephen N Robinovitch et al., 2013). Given that the swing foot is an end effector during

walking, sufficient swing foot control is important in preventing falls (Hamacher et al.,

2016; Khandoker et al., 2008b, 2008a; Krishnan et al., 2013). In particular, during

normal walking, the active control from the central nervous system (CNS) is necessary

in the mediolateral (ML) direction, compared to that in the anterior posterior (AP)

direction, which is controlled passively (Bauby and Kuo, 2000). On the basis of

evidence that the sensitivity to perturbation during walking is higher in the ML direction

and ML stability is crucial for walking (Bauby and Kuo, 2000; Maki, 1997; McAndrew

et al., 2011, 2010; O’Connor and Kuo, 2009), evaluating swing foot control in the ML

direction would be a feasible way to identify fall risk.

For walking, the movements of many elements in the body (e.g., bones and

muscles) are necessary. Based on the discovery by Bernstein (1930) that high variability

of elemental variables was related to the low variability of task-related variables across

trials, the principle of motor abundance was suggested. CNS facilitates groups of

solutions equally able to yield successful motor tasks rather than control elements

(Gelfand and Latash, 1998). On the basis of a similar concept, the formulation of an

uncontrolled manifold (UCM) hypothesis was developed (Scholz and Schöner, 1999).

According to the hypothesis, CNS acts in a space of elemental variables and organizes

in the subspace (UCM) corresponding to the stability of a task-related variable called

performance variable in the present study. In the UCM analysis, two components of

variance are quantified; one is VUCM, which lies within the UCM space and does not
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affect the performance variable, and the other is VORT, which is orthogonal to the UCM

space and affects the performance variable. An increase in VUCM or decrease in VORT

indicates that the performance variable is stable.

The UCM analysis has been applied to the motor tasks related to upper

extremity, standing, and hopping performance (Freitas and Duarte, 2012; Hsu et al.,

2014; Verrel et al., 2012; Yen and Chang, 2010). In previous studies centered on upper

extremity tasks, older adults were found to have higher VORT and lower VUCM than

younger adults (Kapur et al., 2010; Verrel et al., 2012). In addition, a previous study has

suggested that younger adults may utilize their motor abundance to control posture,

allowing their joints to move freely in coordinated manner, whereas older adults could

not confine to the strategy (Hsu et al., 2014). The postural control without falling is

important during changing environments in daily life. UCM analysis is considered an

appropriate method to accurately evaluate the segmental coordination related to an

important variable for postural control.

There are several studies that have applied UCM analysis to walking (Eckardt

and Rosenblatt, 2018; Krishnan et al., 2013; Papi et al., 2015; Yamagata et al., 2018), a

number of which have investigated how the lower limbs contribute to swing foot

stability during walking (Eckardt and Rosenblatt, 2018; Krishnan et al., 2013;

Rosenblatt et al., 2015, 2014; Yamagata et al., 2018). During normal walking, in

addition to the proportionately high VORT owing to aging, a high VUCM has been

recognized in healthy older adults without any fall experience (Krishnan et al., 2013).

When adding fall history, an additional increase in VUCM relative to than VORT was

observed (Yamagata et al., 2018). As a high VUCM during walking was observed in
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post-stroke patients as well as older adults, an excessive high VUCM to stabilize swing

foot during walking might not be simply helpful for preventing the incident falls

(Krishnan et al., 2013; Yamagata et al., 2018). There is even possibility that high

stability of swing foot by VUCM observed in older adults with fall history lead to future

falls because fall history is one of predictor of future falls (Shumway-cook and Gruber,

1997). There is currently no research that has explored the association between UCM

indices and incident falls during walking, and investigating if UCM indices predict falls

in the future using prospective cohort study is crucial.

The purpose of this study was to investigate that relationship between the

indices of UCM analysis and incident falls in the future. We speculated that a greater

increase in VUCM than in VORT are related to incident falls.
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2. Methods

2.1 Protocol

Thirty community-dwelling older adults (15 women) participated at a baseline

visit in the present study. All individuals were over 60 years old and able to walk

without assistance tools. The exclusion criteria consisted of neurological diseases and

musculoskeletal conditions that may affect walking. Prior to the experiment, each

subject was provided an explanation of the study and signed an informed consent form,

which was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Kyoto University. One year

after the visit, we evaluated incident falls in the participants using a questionnaire. To

investigate fall incidence, the participants were asked “Do you have any history of

falling within the past year?” (Uemura et al., 2015; Wright et al., 2012). A fall was

defined as an unexpected event during which the subjects came to rest on the ground,

floor, or other lower level (Lamb et al., 2005).

At the baseline visit, the subjects walked on a 6-m pathway for 20 times at their

own comfortable speed. A total of 40 steps, with the exclusion of the first four steps,

were used for further analysis. We placed 22 spherical reflective markers on both sides

of the body at the first metatarsal, fifth metatarsal, medial malleolus, lateral malleolus,

medial femoral condyle, lateral femoral condyle, medial tibia condyle, lateral tibia

condyle, greater trochanter, and anterior and posterior superior iliac spines. Using

eight-infrared cameras at 100 Hz (Vicon MX; Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford), the

kinematic data were recorded. The coordinate system was defined as x =

anterior-posterior, y = medio-lateral, and z = vertical. Joint centers were identified using
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marker coordinate data (Tateuchi et al., 2017; Winter, 2009). The knee joint center was

estimated as a point of intersection of the medial femoral condyle and lateral tibia

condyle and lateral femoral condyle and medial tibia condyle. We defined the

performance variable as a mediolateral trajectory of the swing foot, the median between

the first and fifth metatarsals (FOOT). The elemental variables were defined as the

lower segment angles (see next section).

For further analysis, data were time normalized (0–100%) from the right toe-off

to the right initial contact, defined as the swing phase. Because of right leg dominance

among all participants, focus was placed on the swing phase duration of the right leg.

The calculated parameters were as follows: gait velocity, foot distance, segment angles,

foot variabilities and segment angles, and UCM indices (see the next section). For the

segment angles, the feet, shanks, thighs, and pelvis were included (as shown in Fig. 1).

Foot distance was the average mediolateral distance between swing foot and stance foot,

from which variability was calculated as the standard deviation across repeated trials.

To evaluate fear of falls, we used 10-item questionnaire based on Fall Efficacy Scale

(FES) (Tinetti et al., 1990); scores range from 1 (“not at all confident”) to 4

(“completely confident”). Based on previous studies, the swing phase was equally

divided into early-swing (0–33%), mid-swing (34–67%), and late-swing (68–100%)

periods (Kao and Srivastava, 2018), and variables during each phase were averaged for

further statistical comparisons.

2.2 UCM analysis

The UCM analysis was applied with a model that linked the segments in the
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lower limb. A detailed description of the UCM analysis and its application to the swing

foot was reported in previous studies (Yamagata et al., 2018). Briefly, we identified

seven segments (pelvis and bilateral feet, shanks, and thighs) from the markers and

created a geometric model of 14 degrees of freedom (DOFs). Seven DOFs in the frontal

plane (Θ Rfoot, Θ Rshank, Θ Rthigh, Θ Pelvis, Θ Lthigh, Θ Lshank, and Θ Lfoot), six DOFs in the sagittal

plane (α Rfoot, α Rshank, α Rthigh, α Lthigh, α Lshank, and α Lfoot), and one DOF in the transverse

plane (α Pelvis,) were measured to calculate the accurate length of each segment (L) when

projected onto the frontal plane (Fig. 1). We defined 14 DOFs as elemental variables

and calculated the effect on the important performance variable (FOOT in this study).

The elemental variables included the bilateral foot, shank, and thigh angles, in addition

to the pelvic angle. The FOOT was defined as the right toe position relative to the left

toe position.

FOOT and elemental variable matrix were expressed as:

𝐹𝑂𝑂𝑇 = 𝐿
𝐿𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡

 cos 𝑐𝑜𝑠 α
𝐿𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡

  sin 𝑠𝑖𝑛 θ
𝐿𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑡

+   𝐿
𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑘

 cos 𝑐𝑜𝑠 α
𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑘

  sin 𝑠𝑖𝑛 θ
𝐿𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑘

+  𝐿
𝐿𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ

 cos

From this model, the relationship between FOOT trajectory and the elemental

variable was estimated with the Jacobian (J). J is the matrix of the partial derivatives

corresponding to changes in FOOT trajectory with respect to each segment angle. We

used matrix decomposition to calculate the null space of the J. The null space, ε, is the

(n-d) vector, the number of dimensions in the segmental configuration space (n = 14)

and that of FOOT trajectories (d = 1) (Krishnan et al., 2013; Scholz and Schöner, 1999).

At every percentage of swing, the differences in the segmental configurations from their
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mean ( ) were projected onto the null space:θ −  θ

θ
𝑈𝐶𝑀

=  
𝑖=1

𝑛−𝑑

∑ θ − θ( ) * ε
𝑖

and onto a component orthogonal to this subspace:

θ
𝑂𝑅𝑇

= θ − θ( ) − θ
𝑈𝐶𝑀

The variance ( ) that does not affect the FOOT trajectories was calculated as the𝑉
𝑈𝐶𝑀

between-step average squared length of :θ
𝑈𝐶𝑀

𝑉
𝑈𝐶𝑀

= (𝑛 − 𝑑)−1 * 𝑁−1 * ∑ (θ
𝑈𝐶𝑀

)2 

Similarly, the variance ( ) that affects the FOOT trajectories was calculated as:𝑉
𝑂𝑅𝑇

𝑉
𝑂𝑅𝑇

=  𝑑−1 * 𝑁−1 * ∑ (θ
𝑂𝑅𝑇

)2

A synergy index ( ) was defined from VUCM and VORT:∆𝑉

∆𝑉 =  
𝑉

𝑈𝐶𝑀
− 𝑉

𝑂𝑅𝑇

𝑉
𝑇𝑂𝑇
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where

𝑉
𝑇𝑂𝑇

= ( 1
𝑛 )(𝑑𝑉

𝑂𝑅𝑇
+ (𝑛 − 𝑑)𝑉

𝑈𝐶𝑀
)

For further analysis, was transformed using Fisher’s z-transformation ( ) that is∆𝑉 ∆𝑉
𝑍

commonly applied to normalize the index’s distribution (Krishnan et al., 2013).

2.3 Statistical analysis

As primary outcomes, with incident falls as dependent variable (yes/ no), the

univariate and multivariable logistic regression analyses were performed to assess the

association between UCM index (VUCM or VORT) in each swing phase (early-, mid- and

late swing phase) and incident falls with and without adjustment for gait velocity. The

relationship between incident falls and gait velocity, which is known as a fall predictor,

was also tested with a univariate logistic regression analysis (Thebaldi et al., 2010). As

gait velocity is thought to be related with UCM indices and incident falls, it was added

as a covariate to the respective analyses with UCM indices to test the relationship

between incident falls and adjusted UCM indices (Kao and Srivastava, 2018; Singh

and Latash, 2011). All independent variables were screened for collinearity using

bivariate Pearson’s correlation coefficients.

As secondary outcomes, we tested the differences in general gait parameters

evaluating gait strategy as well as physical characteristics between fallers and

non-fallers. Independent t-tests were performed to compare ages, body masses, body

heights, gait velocities, and FES scores. As fall history is viewed as a predictor of
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incident falls in the future, we also performed the chi-square test to analyze the

relationship between fall history and future fall risk. Independent t-tests were used to

compare foot distances, foot variability, segment angles, and segment variability

between fallers and non-fallers (Mills and Barrett, 2001). Since there were violations

for normality, log-transformation was used prior to t-tests for foot and segment

variabilities. SPSS (PASW Statistics, Chicago) was used in all statistical tests, and the

significance level was set at 0.05 for comparisons of physical characteristics. For the

other variables, we used the method of Holm correction to adjust the p-values across

the three swing phases (Chan et al., 2007). For the Holm correction, three p-values

were ordered from smaller to larger and significance level was set at p < 0.017, p <

0.025, and p < 0.05 for the first, second, and third comparisons.
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3. Results

Twenty-eight participants who answered a questionnaire after the baseline

visit were included in the study. We divided the participants into two groups: older

adults with no fall incidences (non-fallers; n = 16) and those who had at least one

incident fall within a year after the baseline visit (fallers; n = 12). Eight of 12 fallers

had a fall history prior to baseline assessment, and a significant relationship was

observed between fall history and future fall risk (χ2 = 4.86, p < 0.05). There was no

significant difference in age, body mass, body height, and FES score between groups,

although gait velocity in fallers was significantly slower than that in non-fallers (Table

1). Regarding COM distance, there were significant effects of Timing (F [1, 26] = 14.5;

p = 0.001) and Group (F [1, 26] = 6.1; p < 0.05). COM distance in fallers (22.9 ± 2.4

cm at toe-off and 19.7 ± 3.5 cm at heel strike) was significantly shorter than that in

non-fallers (25.3 ± 3.3 cm at toe-off and 2.26 ± 4.1 cm at heel strike). COM distance at

heel strike was significantly shorter than that at toe off.

In all planes, there were no significant group differences in average segment

angles during walking (Table 2). Regarding the segment variability, the right shanks

during mid-swing was significantly greater than those in non-fallers in the sagittal plane

(p < 0.01; Table 3).

No significant differences in foot distance and variability between groups

were found (Table 4), and gait velocity did not predict incident falls (OR = 0.002, 95%

CI = 0.00–1.36, p = 0.06). Table 4 represents the average UCM indices across subjects

during early-, mid-, late-swing. Regarding the relationship between UCM indices and
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incident falls, the odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval are represented in Table

6. Note that, as the UCM indices were too small to calculate odds ratio (OR), VUCM and

VORT were multiplied by 104 and ∆VZ was multiplied by 102 before the analysis. In the

unadjusted models, VUCM during mid-swing at baseline predicted incident falls

(mid-swing OR = 1.39, 95% CI = 1.08–1.78, p < 0.01), with fallers demonstrating

greater VUCM than non-fallers. However, VORT and between groups were similar and∆𝑉
𝑍

not predictive of incident falls. In the adjusted models by gait velocity, VUCM during

mid-swing at baseline was still a significant predictor (mid-swing OR = 1.35, 95% CI =

1.06–1.72, p < 0.017), although the other UCM indices did not predict incident falls.
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4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between the

indices of UCM analysis and incident falls. An increase in VUCM (rad2 × 10-4) was

related to incident falls, but VORT (rad2 × 10-4) and (rad2 × 10-2) were not relevant.∆𝑉
𝑍

After adjusting the UCM indices by gait velocity, VUCM (rad2 × 10-4) during early-swing

and mid-swing were found to be related to incident falls. These observations partially

supported our hypotheses. This is the first study to reveal the relationship between

UCM indices and incident falls, suggesting that VUCM can be used as an index to predict

incident falls.

A significant difference in fall history prior to baseline assessment was

observed between the fallers and non-fallers, indicating that fall history is possibly

related to future incident falls (Tromp et al., 2002). In addition to the fact, adjusted VUCM

during mid-swing phase was significantly related to incident falls. A previous study has

shown that control of the central nervous system is active in the earlier phase before

foot placement, when adjusting the foot contact position (Patla et al., 1999). When an

accurate foot contact is required, healthy younger and older adults utilized high VUCM

from early- to mid-swing phase to compensate for an increase in VORT (Eckardt and

Rosenblatt, 2018; Rosenblatt et al., 2014). In the present study, VUCM during mid-swing

could predict incident falls, unlike during early-swing. High control of the swing foot

might be needed during mid-swing as compared with early-swing because the swing

limb is closest to the stance limb during the phase.
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Accurate foot placement during walking is important to create a proper base

of support and keep walking stable, and the healthy subjects could explore motor

flexibility even in challenging conditions since walking is habitual task in daily life. On

the other hand, it was also shown that healthy older adults needed an increase in VUCM to

a greater extent than younger adults to compensate for high age-related motor noise

(VORT) in such a complex task (Eckardt and Rosenblatt, 2018). The high motor

flexibility by a greater increase in VUCM relative to VORT was interpreted to contribute to

reducing less optimal adaptive mechanics (e.g. joint stiffening) and reducing fall risks

(Eckardt and Rosenblatt, 2018; Rosenblatt et al., 2014).

Surprisingly, however, the present study revealed that high VUCM in older

adults during normal walking was related to incident falls. In previous studies with

normal walking task, the high kinematic synergy due to an increase in VUCM to a greater

extent than VORT was observed in post-stroke patients and older adults with high risk of

falls, similar to our results (Kao and Srivastava, 2018; Yamagata et al., 2018). The

results were interpreted as due to gait velocity or threat of falls on the kinematic synergy

(Kao and Srivastava, 2018; Yamagata et al., 2018). Our results denied those

interpretations; adjusted VUCM by gait velocity was still associated with incident falls,

and FES in fallers was similar to that in non-fallers. Older adults with high fall risks

might require high VUCM even during normal walking to compensate for any reasons,

e.g. the degeneration of the sensory or motor system. Further study is needed to realize

actual causes of change in the variance structure that leads to falls.

Fallers in this study possibly experienced incident falls because of paying

attention to swing foot too much (Lai et al., 2012). In the previous studies and the
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present study, the swing foot in the ML direction was considered an important

performance variable and was used to investigate the extent to which lower limb

configurations contributed to performance variable stabilization (Eckardt and

Rosenblatt, 2018; Krishnan et al., 2013; Rosenblatt et al., 2015; Yamagata et al., 2018).

On the other hand, some previous studies have focused on the relationship between limb

coordination and center of mass (COM) (Lee and Chou, 2006; Lugade et al., 2011). The

COM in fallers might be unstable instead of the swing foot stability, caused by reduced

balance control (Lugade et al., 2011); evaluating both controls of the swing foot and

COM are important to represent walking stability.

VUCM was associated with incident falls, but there was no association between

VORT and incident falls. Several studies that investigated the effects of different subjects

on UCM indices during walking revealed greater effects in VUCM than in VORT (Eckardt

and Rosenblatt, 2018; Kao and Srivastava, 2018; Krishnan et al., 2013; Yamagata et al.,

2018). In most cases, the magnitude of VUCM is bigger than that of VORT. Given that

VUCM have multiple functions, such as stabilizing the performance variables when the

perturbations occur and performing secondary tasks successfully (Mattos et al., 2011;

Zhang et al., 2010), VUCM might be a sensitive index that reflects the changes in tasks or

physical characteristics compared to VORT.

There was no significant difference in the foot distance and variability

between fallers and non-fallers. Previous studies have shown that the trajectory and

variability in the swing foot are useful indices to evaluate fall risks, unlike our results

(Brach et al., 2005; Maki, 1997). The difference in the results might be affected by age

and physical ability in older adults. Gait velocities in the fallers and non-fallers in the
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present study were found to be higher than those in older adults in previous studies

(Brach et al., 2005; Maki, 1997). Fallers were observed to walk at a reduced velocity

than non-fallers; however, older adults in this study were younger than those in the

previous studies (Brach et al., 2005; Maki, 1997). To predict incident falls among older

adults with relatively high physical function, like the subjects in this study, evaluations

of segment coordination in addition to swing foot movement would be useful within

further research.

There are some limitations in this study. First, we have not considered the

effects of the trunk and upper limbs. Since walking is done with whole body segment

motions, there might be effects on those segments. Second, we verified the exclusion

criteria with self-report and interview. With specific assessments, some diseases in the

exclusion criteria might be found in older adults in our study.

The other methodological considerations are accuracy and the details of falls.

A previous study showed that the normal method of collecting cases of falls was a

prospective reporting system (e.g. calendars or postcards) that requests immediate

return of data or return at a certain period from 1 week to 3 months; the long delay

between event and data recording would limit the verification of incident falls

(Schwenk et al., 2012). Our method, a questionnaire survey conducted 1 year after the

baseline visit, was not recommended and might have led to a recall bias in our results.

In addition, we did not obtain details about the falls. Fallers might have included older

adults who have fallen once or multiple times, which results in a difference in gait

strategy, and the falls might not be due to poor control of the swing foot (Stephen N

Robinovitch et al., 2013).
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Despite the limitations, this is the first study to show the relationship between UCM

indices and incident falls and reveal that VUCM is an important predictor of incident falls.

In the future, it is necessary to investigate what type of intervention will change the

UCM indices and whether the changes actually reduce the fall risk.
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5. Conclusions

It was revealed that older adults who experienced falls within a year maintained the

stability of swing foot by increasing the variability of segment configurations during

normal walking. VUCM might be a sensitive index to predict falls in the future compared

with VORT.
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Figure 1. An illustration of the segment angles for the geometric model.

Seven segments and 14 degrees of freedoms were utilized for each elemental variable matrix: 7
degrees of freedom in the frontal plane (Θ) and 7 degrees of freedom in sagittal or transverse plane
(α).
Rfoot right foot angle, Rshank right shank angle, Rthigh right thigh angle, Pelvis pelvis angle, Lthigh left
thigh angle, Lshank left shank angle, Lfoot left foot angle
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics
Variables Fallers (n = 12) Non-fallers (n = 16)

Age (years) 78.0 (4.7) 73.8 (7.9)

Height (cm) 154.1 (10.6) 160.2 (8.4)

Weight (kg) 52.2 (8.1) 58.4 (8.3)

FES score 33.3 (4.5) 34.9 (4.4)

Gait velocity (m/s) 1.1 (0.1) 1.3 (0.1)

Mean (SD)
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Table 2. Averaged segment angle

Variables (rad)
Early-swing Mid-swing Late-swing

Fallers Non-fallers p value Fallers Non-fallers p value Fallers Non-fallers p value

Θ Rfoot -1.47 (0.13) -1.43 (0.10) 0.36 -1.19 (0.16) -1.15 (0.10) 0.46 -0.52 (0.23) -0.45 (0.28) 0.53

Θ Rshank 0.12 (0.09) 0.15 (0.06) 0.22 0.05 (0.04) 0.08 (0.05) 0.24 0.04 (0.04) 0.05 (0.03) 0.97

Θ Rthigh 0.02 (0.03) 0.001 (0.04) 0.28 0.02 (0.05) 0.006 (0.04) 0.38 0.05 (0.04) 0.04 (0.03) 0.38

Θ Pelvis 1.60 (0.04) 1.62 (0.03) 0.19 1.59 (0.02) 1.60 (0.02) 0.31 1.59 (0.01) 1.60 (0.01) 0.35

Θ Lthigh -0.08 (0.03) -0.08 (0.02) 0.96 -0.08 (0.02) -0.08 (0.03) 0.99 -0.07 (0.04) -0.07 (0.03) 0.60

Θ Lshank -0.12 (0.04) -0.11 (0.04) 0.56 -0.13 (0.03) -0.12 (0.04) 0.51 -0.13 (0.04) -0.12 (0.04) 0.66

Θ Lfoot 0.37 (0.29) 0.50 (0.19) 0.16 0.37 (0.27) 0.49 (0.19) 0.18 0.29 (0.24) 0.38 (0.18) 0.28

α Rfoot -1.42 (0.16) -0.07 (0.11) 0.06 -0.81 (0.14) -0.90 (0.12) 0.10 -0.14 (0.06) -0.16 (0.08) 0.62

α Rshank 0.91 (0.06) 0.92 (0.06) 0.67 0.53 (0.09) 0.55 (0.08) 0.58 -0.19 (0.09) -0.20 (0.05) 0.72

α Rthigh 0.04 (0.05) 0.06 (0.05) 0.40 -0.29 (0.04) -0.29 (0.04) 0.39 -0.37 (0.03) -0.39 (0.05) 0.25

α Pelvis 1.65 (0.06) 1.65 (0.06) 0.89 1.57 (0.05) 1.56 (0.04) 0.60 1.51 (0.06) 1.48 (0.05) 0.13

α Lthigh -0.22 (0.06) -0.25 (0.07) 0.28 0.02 (0.04) 0.02 (0.05) 0.87 0.21 (0.06) 0.22 (0.06) 0.61

α Lshank 0.07 (0.06) 0.06 (0.05) 0.81 0.18 (0.05) 0.18 (0.06) 0.78 0.35 (0.06) 0.37 (0.05) 0.34

α Lfoot -1.26 (0.04) -1.23 (0.05) 0.10 -1.23 (0.06) -1.19 (0.05) 0.12 -1.10 (0.08) -1.04 (0.09) 0.13

Average segment angles within each swing phase in the frontal plane (Θ Rfoot, Θ Rshank, Θ Rthigh, Θ Pelvis, Θ Lthigh, Θ Lshank, and Θ Lfoot), the sagittal plane (α Rfoot, α Rshank, α

Rthigh, α Lthigh, α Lshank, and α Lfoot), and the transverse plane (α Pelvis). Mean (SD).

Rfoot right foot angle, Rshank right shank angle, Rthigh right thigh angle, Pelvis pelvis angle, Lthigh left thigh angle, Lshank left shank angle, Lfoot left foot angle
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Table 3. Variability of segment angle (10-3)

Variables (rad)
Early-swing Mid-swing Late-swing

Fallers Non-fallers p value Fallers Non-fallers p value Fallers Non-fallers p value

Θ Rfoot 5.65 (1.57) 5.20 (1.19) 0.43 6.29 (2.27) 4.86 (1.28) 0.07 19.4 (9.85) 13.89 (5.88) 0.08

Θ Rshank 4.08 (0.89) 4.15 (1.59) 0.90 2.96 (0.70) 2.65 (0.89) 0.25 1.74 (0.46) 1.87 (1.04) 0.98

Θ Rthigh 1.31 (0.31) 1.44 (0.35) 0.31 1.49 (0.39) 1.41 (0.32) 0.57 1.44 (0.36) 1.62 (0.74) 0.51

Θ Pelvis 1.13 (0.22) 1.24 (0.65) 0.86 1.05 (0.23) 0.99 (0.32) 0.41 0.99 (0.26) 0.97 (0.30) 0.72

Θ Lthigh 1.46 (0.26) 1.52 (0.44) 0.85 1.25 (0.23) 1.27 (0.38) 0.93 1.44 (0.37) 1.43 (0.42) 0.94

Θ Lshank 1.73 (0.50) 1.46 (0.40) 0.14 1.60 (0.43) 1.48 (0.36) 0.44 1.82 (0.39) 1.77 (0.45) 0.68

Θ Lfoot 9.81 (3.27) 8.27 (3.79) 0.20 10.24 (3.39) 8.06 (3.21) 0.10 8.92 (2.59) 7.63 (2.44) 0.84

α Rfoot 5.43 (0.94) 4.96 (0.75) 0.15 7.56 (1.90) 6.55 (1.29) 0.20 5.20 (1.56) 4.48 (1.05) 0.43

α Rshank 2.90 (0.85) 2.30 (0.29) 0.03 6.41 (1.15) 5.21 (0.92) 0.004 * 5.75 (1.89) 4.69 (0.85) 0.10

α Rthigh 3.58 (0.67) 3.18 (0.97) 0.16 2.69 (0.74) 2.42 (0.62) 0.34 1.96 (0.58) 1.86 (0.63) 0.62

α Pelvis 3.44 (1.22) 3.52 (1.70) 0.99 3.19 (0.98) 3.04 (0.77) 0.78 3.26 (0.84) 3.09 (0.85) 0.57

α Lthigh 2.43 (0.67) 2.56 (0.63) 0.58 1.92 (0.41) 2.11 (0.45) 0.25 2.27 (0.59) 2.05 (0.62) 0.30

α Lshank 2.65 (0.52) 2.34 (0.71) 0.15 2.47 (0.51) 2.05 (0.47) 0.04 2.75 (0.33) 2.48 (0.36) 0.05

α Lfoot 1.05 (0.91) 0.69 (0.36) 0.15 1.95 (1.07) 1.49 (1.05) 0.16 4.36 (1.50) 4.25 (1.63) 0.80

The variabilities of segment angle in the frontal plane (Θ) and sagittal (or transverse) plane (α) are shown.

Mean (SD), * Significantly greater in fallers than non-fallers.

Rfoot right foot angle, Rshank right shank angle, Rthigh right thigh angle, Pelvis pelvis angle, Lthigh left thigh angle, Lshank left shank angle, Lfoot left foot angle
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Table 4. Averaged foot distance and foot variability

Variables (cm)
Early-swing Mid-swing Late-swing

Fallers Non-fallers p value Fallers Non-fallers p value Fallers Non-fallers p value

Foot distance 13.10 (3.93) 14.49 (2.67) 0.29 15.14 (3.86) 16.61 (2.55) 0.21 13.85 (4.77) 15.57 (2.98) 0.23

Foot variability 1.87 (0.41) 2.28 (0.83) 0.13 1.09 (0.42) 1.17 (0.39) 0.19 1.85 (0.49) 1.97 (0.76) 0.34

The swing foot distance and swing foot variability during early-, mid-, late-swing. Mean (SD).

Table 5. Average UCM indices across subjects

Variables (rad2)
Fallers Non-fallers

Early-swing Mid-swing Late-swing Early-swing Mid-swing Late-swing

VUCM (10-4) 21.39 (7.00) 26.68 (8.13) 49.18 (30.89) 12.99 (3.46) 45.10 (4.37) 26.01 (10.36)

VORT (10-4) 9.80 (4.23) 3.04 (2.33) 7.06 (3.65) 9.18 (8.85) 2.33 (1.69) 7.68 (7.11)

ΔVZ (10-2) 74.70 (69.03) 105.62 (99.93) 96.21 (18.48) 69.03 (12.62) 99.94 (13.71) 86.54 (14.52)

UCM indices during early-, mid-, late-swing. Mean (SD).
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